In this paper, we explore two new tree lattice methods, the piecewise binomial tree and the piecewise trinomial tree for both the bond prices and European/American bond option prices assuming that the short rate is given by a generalized skew Vasicek model with discontinuous drift coefficient.
Introduction
The application of skew diffusions in modeling asset prices and interest rates has been widely used in the recent years due to their special path features. For example, such models enable to take into account long duration of asset prices (Zhuo et al., 2016a) , or prices in a target zone (Xu et al., 2016) . The objective of this paper is two-fold: First, it aims at modeling short rate with the skew Vasicek model with discontinuous drift coefficient. Second, it introduces new piecewise binomial and trinomial lattice approaches to solve both bond and European/American bond option pricing under this model.
The classical skew Vasicek model is a particular type of skew diffusion model which is an extension of the skew Brownian motion introduced by Itô & McKean (1965) . The latter can be seen as a sign reversing of excursions of standard Brownian motion with a certain probability p and has been suitable for reproducing this long duration phenomenon. For example, Zhuo et al. (2016a) use the skew constant-elasticity-of-variance (CEV) model to replicate the interest rates hovering at some specific levels for a long-lasting period, due to its flexible manipulation of duration movements.
Last, the regime switching features of interest rates are also common in reality (see e.g., Pfann et al. (1996) ; Decamps et al. (2006b) ), thus it is simple and straightforward to introduce the statedependent long-term mean scheme. In this way, our generalized model can capture different long-run tendencies in different states of the economy.
In the generalized skew Vasicek model with discontinuous drift, the closed-form solutions for prices of bonds, options, and other nonstandard derivatives cannot be obtained. In this case, we use numerical methods to compute derivative prices. First, we adopt a one-to-one transformation technique to obtain a tractable piecewise diffusion process without local time. This transform is similar to that in Zhuo et al. (2016a) and Zhuo et al. (2016b) , who use a two-step transform to the skew CEV model and the skew CIR model, respectively. By doing so, it is possible to apply the useful tree lattice approach to the transformed process. However, the transformation is carried out at the expense of nonuniform piecewise volatilities, under which the classical tree construction is not feasible. In fact, to ensure that the tree recombines, the jump sizes in a tree, which are decided by the volatility, must be identical. But with piecewise nonuniform volatilities, there is no guarantee that the jump sizes are equal in the global region. To overcome this obstacle, we then propose a piecewise binomial tree similar to that in Zhuo et al. (2016a) for the generalized skew Vasicek model with discontinuous drift. The authors in the above work propose a piecewise binomial tree for the transformed skew CEV model in three situations of the volatility elasticity parameter. In each situation, the jump sizes are different for two subregions. In our modified binomial tree, the whole region is also divided into two subregions. Jump sizes are the same for respective subregions, such that the tree recombines in each subregion. But the jump sizes are different for different subregions, so as to match the different piecewise volatilities in the transformed process. In order to ensure the tree still recombines when jumping from one subregion to the other one, a special treatment for the boundary nodes between two subregions is put forward. Additionally, we also extend the piecewise binomial tree to the more accurate trinomial tree, which allows the nodes to move upwards, downwards, or stay at the same level in the next step. Finally, in our numerical experiments, we calculate zero-coupon bond prices and European/American bond option prices by using the proposed piecewise binomial and trinomial tree lattice approaches. Generally, the trinomial lattice performs better than the binomial one. The simulation results also reveal many interesting features of the generalized Vasicek model with discontinuous drift, such as the patterns of the "skew effect" (price deviation from non-skew price), and the influence of discontinuous drift scheme on bond prices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the generalized skew Vasicek model with discontinuous drift, and provides the details of the transformation scheme to remove the local time. Based on the transformed process, Section 3 and Section 4 illustrate the detailed lattice construction steps of the piecewise binomial tree and the piecewise trinomial tree, respectively.
Section 5 exhibits the results of simulation experiments to show the price patterns of bond, European and American bond options under the generalized skew Vasicek model with discontinuous drift. The conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
The Generalized Skew Vasicek Model with Discontinuous Drift
To begin with, fix the complete probability space (Ω, F, Q) with the filtration {F t } t≥0 satisfying the usual conditions. Q represents the risk-neutral measure. Assume the dynamics of short rate are governed by the following stochastic differential equation (SDE) with local time and discontinuous drift dr t = k θ 1 1 {rt<a1} + θ 2 1 {rt≥a1} − r t dt + σdW t + (2p − 1) dL r t (a 2 ) =    k (θ 1 − r t ) dt + σdW t + (2p − 1) dL r t (a 2 ), r t < a 1 , k (θ 2 − r t ) dt + σdW t + (2p − 1) dL r t (a 2 ), r t ≥ a 1 ,
where W t is a standard Brownian motion, k > 0 measures the speed of mean reversion, σ > 0 stands for the short rate volatility. θ 1 and θ 2 are state-dependent long-term means in low interest rate environment (r t < a 1 ) and high interest rate environment (r t > a 1 ), respectively.L r t (a 2 ) is the symmetric local time of the short rate process r t at the skew level a 2 . The skew probability p ∈ (0, 1) captures the upward probability when r t hits the skew level a 2 . That is, the paths of short rate behave like those without local time before and after hitting the skew level a 2 . However, as long as the short rate touches the level a 2 , it would produce an upward movement for r t with probability p and a downward movement with corresponding probability 1 − p. Notably, when p = 0.5, the local time vanishes; when p = 0 or 1, it becomes the more familiar reflected process. The following proposition gives the existence and uniqueness of the strong solution of the SDE (1):
Proposition 2.1. The above generalized skew Vasicek model with discontinuous drift admits a unique strong solution.
Proof. Define
where δ a2 (·) denotes the Delta function. For every N ≥ 1, ν is a finite signed measure on B([−N, N ]), and satisfies |ν({x})| < 1. Thus, the following equation is satisfied
The third equality holds due to occupation times formula (see e.g. Revuz & Yor (1999) ), which only requires that the function is twice differentiable. In other words, the second-order derivative is not necessarily continuous. Now set
and
Note that the integral ∞ 0 eâ y 2 +by+ĉ dy (â = 0) is finite if and only ifâ < 0. In our case, wherê a is equal to k σ 2 > 0, this leads to G(+∞) = +∞ and G(−∞) = −∞. Consequently, the solution does not explode according to Proposition 4.34 in Engelbert & Schmidt (1991) . Now, for any real function, introduce the following two sets:
Obviously, N σ = ∅ and E σ = ∅, by Theorem 4.35, 4.37 and Corollary in Engelbert & Schmidt (1991) , (1) possesses a unique strong solution (r t , F t ) which is a strong Markov process.
Note that the long-term mean switching between regimes is controlled by the threshold level a 1 , whereas the skew level a 2 determines where the local time can exert influence on the process.
Theoretically, a 1 and a 2 can share the same value (confer Table 4 and Table 9 ). One of the reasons for choosing a 1 different from a 2 is that it enables to differentiate the effects of the discontinuous drift and the local time. This feature of the model is important when one wishes to take into consideration the effects of the local time component for very large or very small values of a 2 .
When considering tree lattice construction of the generalized skew Vasicek model with discontinuous drift, the major obstacle is actually the local time in (1). Although the drift term is discontinuous, it is not that essential in the tree structure. As a result, in order to get rid of the local time, similar to Zhuo et al. (2016a) and Zhuo et al. (2016b) , we set Y t = g (r t ) where
Proposition 2.2. The transformed process Y t = g (r t ) satisfies the following stochastic differential equation
Proof. Since g (·) defined in (4) is the difference of convex functions, application of the generalized Itô formula (see, for example, Protter (2005) , page 271) to Y t = g (r t ) yields
The last equality follows from
Thus the process Y t satisfies the following stochastic differential equation
Specifically, if a 1 < a 2 , (7) becomes
and if a 1 ≥ a 2 , (7) becomes
where the third equality in (8) or (9) holds due to the inverse transform between r t and Y t , which is given by
Hence the result follows.
We observe that the threshold level a 1 in discontinuous drift scheme only affects the drift componentμ(Y t ) of the transformed process Y t , while the diffusion componentσ(Y t ) remains unchanged with respect to different values of a 1 . As we will see below, the key element of tree construction is the diffusion coefficient, whereas the discontinuity of the drift process mainly exerts an influence on the expected mean of different grids. Therefore, we do not need to regard the process Y t as a three-piece piecewise process, what matters for tree construction is the diffusion functions of Y t . In essence, the diffusion functionσ(Y t ) in (6) is a two-piece piecewise process, that's why we only have two subregions in the following piecewise lattice construction.
Notably, compared to Zhuo et al. (2016a) and Zhuo et al. (2016b) who both use two transforms to their corresponding skew-extended models, we only need one transform. This is simpler and more efficient. Because the tree is built based on the transformed process, one transform generally results in smaller pricing errors than two transforms, as shown in Zhuo et al. (2016b) whose twotransform tree approach converges slightly slower than the one-transform tree approach in Beliaeva & Nawalkha (2012).
The Proposed Piecewise Binomial Lattice
In this section, we will investigate the binomial lattice construction by using the one-to-one transformed process Y t defined in (5). Even though we only build Y t -tree, the tree for r t can be easily derived from the relation (10).
We decompose the binomial construction for Y t -tree in three steps: the first step focuses on the decision of a proxy/substitute for the skew level a 2 ; the second step designs nonuniform jump sizes for different regimes; and the third step gives a simple treatment at the proxy skew level, so that the tree would recombine in all regimes.
Step 1: Definition of the proxy skew levelã 2 Let y t represent the discrete value of Y t at time t. In order to construct the binomial tree for y t , we first define a proxy (or substitute)ã 2 for the real skew level a 2 bỹ
where y 0 denotes the starting value of the y t -tree, computed by using the initial value of the short rate r 0 according to (4). ∆t is the time step and Z 0 is computed as follows:
with INT (·) be the integer value function. It is noteworthy that, as the time step ∆t approaches zero, the proxyã 2 converges to the real a 2 . Hence, by such construction, we claim thatã 2 is a proxy for a 2 . The importance of introducing the substituteã 2 will be made clear in the next step.
Step 2: Construction of the binomial lattice when y t =ã 2
Now we consider the binomial tree construction in detail. We call regular node for any node on the grid of the binomial tree that does not lie at the proxy skew levelã 2 . The up and down nodes of a regular node y t are respectively given by
whereσ(y t ) is the piecewise volatility of y t , given by (6), in which a 2 is replaced byã 2 .
Notably, as shown in Fig. 1 , the jump sizeσ(y t ) √ ∆t of y t varies according to the regimes. In particular, if y t is less thanã 2 the jump size is pσ √ ∆t, and if y t is larger thanã 2 the jump size
Additionally, when p < 0.5, the left panel of Fig. 1 shows that the jump size
(1 − p)σ √ ∆t of y t in the high rate regime (above the proxy skew levelã 2 ) is larger than the jump size pσ √ ∆t in the low rate regime (below the proxy skew levelã 2 ). When p > 0.5, the contrary effects are observed as illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 1 . The nonuniform jump sizes in different regimes are designed to allow for the matching of the instantaneous variance of the piecewise process Y t . For instance, the volatility of Y t is pσ in the low rate regime. Hence we require the jump size to be pσ √ ∆t so as to match the instantaneous variance
Moreover, the probabilities of the up and down nodes are chosen such that the expected value of the jump sizes of the process y t in the next time step is equal to its drift, that is,
whereμ(y t ) is the piecewise drift of y t given by (6) and depends on the real skew level a 2 . A simple calculation leads to
Remark 3.0.1. We do not replace a 2 withã 2 inμ(y t ), becauseμ(y t ) are only used to derive the probabilities, rather than to define the jump structure. Furthermore, even ifσ(y t ) in (14) is a proxy for the volatility (because a 2 is replaced byã 2 ), we still keep the real skew level a 2 inμ(y t ) such that the precise (instead of proxy) drift component is used and the proxy errors are only due toσ(y t ) in the computation of the probabilities. Let us mention that the proxy errors in (13) and (14), produced by the volatilityσ(y t ) in which a 2 is replaced byã 2 , only happen around the level a 2 and become negligible whenã 2 is equal or very close to a 2 .
Next, we discuss the importance of the proxy skew levelã 2 given by (11). As indicated earlier, at any given node (including the initial node y 0 ), the jump size varies according to the regimes. If the initial node y 0 is greater than the proxy skew levelã 2 (and also the real skew level a 2 ), then y 0 jumps up and down with grid size (1 − p)σ √ ∆t. Therefore, the levelã 2 defined in the second piece of (11) is the downward jump node from y 0 closest to the real skew level a 2 . To ensure that the tree recombines at the future nodes, we replace the real level a 2 by its closest substituteã 2 . The error betweenã 2 and a 2 converges to zero as ∆t approaches zero. Similar arguments are applied when y 0 is less than the real skew level a 2 .
Step 3: Construction of the binomial lattice when y t =ã 2
It follows from (11) thatã 2 must be on the grid of the binomial tree. Hence starting with an initial point y 0 , the tree will eventually touch the proxy skew levelã 2 . When the process y t touches a 2 (independently from which side), we claim that the jump size should be artificially adjusted in the time step after so as to recombine.
In fact, when y t is equal toã 2 , the up and down moves of the process y t in the next time step are given by
In this manner, the up jumps y u is on the grid of the high rate regime (in which the jump size is
, and the down jumps y d is on the grid of the low rate regime (in which the jump size is pσ √ ∆t), so that the tree will recombine at the future nodes. The basic nodes at the proxy skew Only the drift of the y t process is matched in this step. Once more, the probabilities of up and down nodes are computed such that the expected value of jumps equals the corresponding drift, in other words,
A simple calculation reveals that
(16) Fig. 3 depicts the typical proposed binomial tree. We discard the real skew level a 2 , which is the gray dashed line in Fig. 3 . Instead, the proxy skew levelã 2 (the black dashed line) is used to divide nonuniform jump sizes, pσ √ ∆t and (1 − p)σ √ ∆t. Meanwhile, the jump size at the proxy skew level a 2 is modified to fit different grid sizes in different regimes. This piecewise binomial lattice is motivated by the tree method in Zhuo et al. (2016a) , who apply two transforms to the skew CEV model and propose a similar piecewise binomial tree method. The differences in this paper are that, we only use one transform and our jump size is related to the volatility parameter σ, which does not appear in the jump size of the tree in Zhuo et al. (2016a) .
The Proposed Piecewise Trinomial Lattice
In this section, we go one step further by extending the piecewise binomial lattice method to the trinomial case. The main difference between the trinomial lattice and the binomial lattice is that, in the former case, the discrete value y t of Y t , can either go up, down, or stay at the same level in the next node.
We will now explore the trinomial lattice construction for the transformed process Y t given by (5). The trinomial construction is decomposed in four steps: the first step defines the proxy skew levelâ 2 ; the second step proposes nonuniform jump sizes for different regimes, similar to those of the binomial lattice approach in the previous section; the third step investigates the node modification at the proxy skew level, while the fourth step determines the value of the adjustment parameter b.
Then, the tree for r t can also be obtained by using the relation between Y t and r t in (10).
Step 1: Definition of the proxy skew levelâ 2 Let y t be the discrete value of Y t at time t, and define the proxy skew levelâ 2 as follows:
where y 0 is the starting value of the y t -tree, computed by using the initial short rate r 0 according to (4). Z 0 is an integer value given by
where b is an adjustment parameter, which is a constant strictly greater than 1 to adjust the jump size. Let us mention that the main difference betweenã 2 given by (11) andâ 2 given by (17) is the presence of the constant b in the definition ofâ 2 . For b = 1,ã 2 andâ 2 coincide. We will later discuss the determination of b in step 4.
Step 2: Construction of the trinomial lattice when y t =â 2
In this step, we study nodes which are away from the proxy skew levelâ 2 , i.e., nodes in the high rate regime (larger thanâ 2 ) and nodes in the low rate regime (smaller thanâ 2 ). To be more precise, for any given node y t , the up, middle and down nodes are defined as follows:
whereσ(y t ) is the piecewise volatility of y t defined in (6), in which a 2 is replaced byâ 2 .
The jump size bσ(y t ) √ ∆t for the trinomial tree is equivalent to that for the binomial tree up to the constant b. The setting of b > 1 stems from the classical trinomial method restriction; we refer the reader to, for example, Boyle (1988) , Kamrad & Ritchken (1991) for more details. Similarly, In order to match the instantaneous mean and variance of the process y t , using the three nodes in (19), the trinomial probabilities are computed by solving the following system of three equations:
whereμ(y t ) is the piecewise drift of y t given by (6) and depends on the real skew level a 2 ;σ(y t ) is the piecewise volatility of y t given by (6) in which a 2 is replaced byâ 2 .
One of the main features of using trinomial tree is that it enables exact matching of the mean and variance of the y t -process. This is in general not possible in a binomial construction. More precisely, the trinomial tree can match the exact variance [μ(y t )∆t] 2 +σ 2 (y t )∆t, whereas the binomial tree only matches the approximated varianceσ 2 (y t )∆t and ignores the high order term [μ(y t )∆t] 2 .
The solution (p u , p m , p d ) to the system of (20) is given by
Step 3: Construction of the trinomial lattice when y t =â 2
In this step, the jump sizes of upward, horizontal, and downward nodes of the y t -process are modified when it stays at the proxy skew levelâ 2 , so that the nodes in the future time steps can 14 recombine in all regimes. To achieve this, the up, middle and down moves of the process y t at the proxy skew levelâ 2 are given as follows:
Fig . 5 shows the nodes at the proxy skew levelâ 2 . As shown in the previous step 2, the next jump size of the up node y u is b(1 − p)σ √ ∆t, whereas that of the down node y d is bpσ √ ∆t. In this setting, their future nodes recombine. More precisely, y u (resp. y d ) either jumps into high (resp. low) rate regime with jump size b(1 − p)σ √ ∆t (resp. bpσ √ ∆t), which will recombine in its regime (according to step 2); or jumps at the proxy skew levelâ 2 , which will recombine one step further using the modified jump sizes in step 3. it is easy to show that the probabilities of the up, middle and down nodes at the proxy skew level a 2 are respectively given by
Step 4: Determination of the adjustment parameter b
Let us now discuss the process of finding the value of b. Notice that, for jump probabilities when y t =â 2 in (21), if b = 1, then p m < 0. This is neither realistic nor acceptable. Besides, if b → ∞, then p m → 1, in other words, the process y t will stay at the same level in the next step. A typical value of b used by researchers is √ 3 (see e.g., Hull & White (1994) ). Setting b = √ 3 is a good choice for (21). In this case, as the time step ∆t approaches zero, the probabilities of the middle node p m is close to 1 − 1/b 2 = 2/3.
However, things are different if the skew probability p takes value smaller than 1 b 2 +1 when y t =â 2 in (23). For example, when p = 0.2, setting b = √ 3 and as √ ∆t → 0 in (23), we have
leading to negative probability or probability greater than 1. This violates the general condition for
probabilities. Therefore, one should carefully choose the value of b to have reasonable probabilities p u , p m and p d when y t =â 2 in (23). To simplify calculations, the terms which are of the order
will basically ensure that 0
In addition, the main pricing errors are from the difference between the proxy skew level and the real skew level. For the binomial tree, we can only reduce errors by properly choosing the time step ∆t in such a way thatã 2 is equal or very close to a 2 . Whereas for the trinomial trees, an extra degree of freedom allows us to adjust the value of b. Formally, we define b as follows:
where FLOOR(·) is the integer value function, rounded down. By definition, we regard b 0 as the lower bound for b. With an initial node y 0 which is at least b 0σ (y 0 ) √ ∆t distance away from a 2 , the jump size is expanded to bσ(y 0 ) √ ∆t such that the Y t -tree will exactly hit the real skew level a 2 . By doing so, the proxy levelâ 2 defined in (17) is precisely equal to the real skew level a 2 , resulting in less pricing errors and more stable prices with respect to the number of steps. However, when y 0 is close to a 2 , we still let b = b 0 and keep the difference betweenâ 2 and a 2 . The latter can also be 1 This setting is based on the solutions of the following equations:
16 seen in the proposed binomial tree method. (1 − p)/p. Moreover, unlike the proposed binomial tree, the proxy skew levelâ 2 can coincide with the real skew level a 2 in most cases for the trinomial tree, significantly reducing the proxy errors.
Figure 6: The proposed trinomial tree. When p < 0.5, the left panel shows a general piecewise trinomial tree structure in which larger jump-size nodes are located in the high rate regime and smaller jump-size nodes are located in the low rate regime. When p > 0.5, the right panel shows a general piecewise trinomial tree structure in which larger jump-size nodes are located in the low rate regime and smaller jump-size nodes are located in the high rate regime.
Simulations of Bond and Option Prices
In this section, the prices of zero-coupon bonds and European/American bond options are computed using our proposed piecewise binomial and trinomial lattice approaches. Our model in (1) is general enough to accommodate both the classical Vasicek model and a class of generalized Vasicek models. In fact, the model can be reduced to particular models by giving specific values to some parameters. Our simulations also give us some insights on the patterns of derivative prices in the skew-extended models, and the effects of discontinuity on the drift coefficient.
In Table 1 , we compute the prices of zero-coupon bond under the classical Vasicek model using the proposed binomial and trinomial trees, and test the accuracy of these methods by comparing the obtained results with those given by the closed form solutions. We assume the following: the risk-neutral speed k is either 0.1 or 0.5; the initial value of interest rate r 0 is either 5% or 11%; θ 1 = θ 2 (that is no discontinuity) is either 5%, 8% or 11%; the volatility σ is fixed at 0.1; the bond face value is equal to 100; the maturity of the bond T is either 1 year or 5 year; the bond prices are calculated using N = 100 steps and N = 500 steps. The skew probability p is set equal to 0.5, so Note: σ = 0.1; p = 0.5; a1, a2 ∈ R.
that the local time component vanishes and the skew level a 2 can take any value. The continuity of the drift coefficient and the nonexistence of the local time component in our model yield a classical
Vasicek model. Table 1 shows that the bond prices obtained by our proposed binomial and trinomial methods are very close to those obtained by their corresponding closed form solutions. This result implies that our approaches are applicable. Moreover, the trinomial lattice performs better than the binomial one, because there are more grids in the trinomial approach, and the trinomial tree can match the drift and volatility perfectly. In addition, the values obtained by both approaches converge to the closed form solutions as the number of steps N increases, and the pricing errors increase as the bond's time to maturity increases. Table 2 considers the effects of different long-term means and the threshold level, i.e., the influence of the discontinuous drift. In this case, we put p = 0.5 such that the local time component is ruled out. The long-term means in different regimes, θ 1 and θ 2 can take the values 5%, 8% or 11%. Since θ 1 belongs to the low interest rate regime and θ 2 belongs to the high one, we intuitively set θ 1 < θ 2 .
Meanwhile, the threshold level a 1 can take the values 3%, 6%, 9% and 12%. As a reference, we also list the closed-form solutions for the classical Vasicek model when θ is equal to 5%, 8% and 11%, respectively. It can be seen from Table 2 that bond prices with different long-term means (θ 1 = θ 2 ) are always between bond prices obtained by the classical Vasicek models for θ = θ 1 and θ = θ 2 respectively. For example, in the case of θ 1 = 0.05 and θ 2 = 0.08 (the first row of Table   2 ), regardless of the values of the threshold level a 1 , the bond prices always stay between 95.1321 and 95.2702 which represent the values obtained by the classical Vasicek model when θ = 0.08 and θ = 0.05, respectively. In addition, when the threshold level a 1 becomes larger, the corresponding bond prices also tend to be larger. This is due to the fact that a larger a 1 makes the short rates easily stay in the low interest rate regime, which in turn implies larger bond prices. Furthermore, the speed of convergence is related to the bond's time to maturity, for example, the 1-year bond converges faster than the 5-year bond. Table 3 explores the influence of the local time. In this situation, θ 1 = θ 2 so that we can preclude the effects of the discontinuous drift. Since there is no explicit bond solution for the skew Vasicek model, we use prices obtained from the Vasicek closed form solution and prices obtained from the Monte Carlo procedure for reference. The Monte Carlo procedure is based on 100,000 sample paths and 500 discrete points for each path. The prices from our proposed tree methods are quite close to those from the Monte Carlo procedure, which is also a numerical technique. We do not have the explicit bond solutions when p = 0.5, but our methods apparently outperform the Monte Carlo procedure when p = 0.5. Furthermore, it can be seen that when other parameters are fixed, the bond prices are a decreasing function of the skew probability p. In fact, since p is the probability of moving upward when touching the skew level a 2 , then larger values of p correspond to larger values of interest rates, that is, smaller values of bond prices. Meanwhile, the bond prices under the skew Vasicek model deviate from those under the classical Vasicek model (p = 0.5), and the deviation distance is apparent. This finding provides evidence that the local time indeed exerts non-negligible influence on interest rates. More specifically, the bond deviation distance between skew and nonskew model is correlated with the absolute distance between the skew level a 2 and the initial interest rate r 0 . When a 2 is close to r 0 , the influence of local time is much stronger and the deviation Note: σ = 0.1; k = 0.1; p = 0.5; a2 ∈ R.
distance is larger than those obtained when a 2 is far from r 0 . For example, when θ 1 = θ 2 = 0.05, the non-skew bond price is 95.2702. In this case, if the skew probability p takes values 0.2 or 0.8, the distance to 95.2702 of the bond prices obtained for a 2 = 0.06 (closest to r 0 = 0.05) is much larger than that of the bond prices obtained for a 2 = 0.12 (farthest to r 0 = 0.05). This result is consistent with that of Zhuo et al. (2016b) , who use a different trinomial tree approach under the skew CIR model, and with that of Zhuo et al. (2016a) , who use a similar piecewise binomial tree for the skew CEV model. Furthermore, the bond prices decrease as the common long-term means (θ 1 = θ 2 ) increase, this is a straightforward consequence of long-term trends in the mean-reverting processes. Notably, the prices calculated by the binomial and trinomial approaches are quite close when the local time does not exist (p = 0.5). But when the skew parameter p deviates from 0.5, the difference between the two approaches becomes relatively larger. This occurs partly because the bond price is very sensitive to the skew parameters, resulting in the relatively larger price difference between the two approaches. Table 4 combines the discontinuous drift coefficient and the local time component, meanwhile the threshold level a 1 and the skew level a 2 have the same value, which could be 3%, 6%, 9% and 12%. In such a setting, the skew probability p controls the probability of entering into the high rate regime, i.e., a higher value of p means there are more opportunities guaranteeing the economy to stay in the high rate state. As a result, the discontinuous drift captures the long-term trends of "good" and "bad" states of the economy, while the local time component describes the speed of entering into one of the states. These two schemes exert a simultaneous influence on the economy.
From Table 4 , we can observe several "combined" results of Table 2 and Table 3 . For instance, the "skew effect" (deviation from non-skew prices) is much stronger when the skew level a 2 is close to the initial short rate r 0 . In addition, as a consequence of the "neutralized effect" from different long-term trends, the bond prices in the third panel (θ 1 = 0.05, θ 2 = 0.11) always stay between their counterparts in the first (θ 1 = 0.05, θ 2 = 0.08) and second (θ 1 = 0.08, θ 2 = 0.11) panels. This can be attributed to the discontinuity of the drift coefficient. Note: σ = 0.1; k = 0.1; T = 1; r0 = 0.05; a1 ∈ R. the value of the skew level a 2 moves away from r 0 . As for the influence of the discontinuous drift, ceteris paribus, the bond price increases as the value of the threshold level a 1 increases, which is consistent with the finding in Table 2 .
We consider the patterns of European and American put option prices from Table 6 to Table   10 . Table 6 explores the performance of our proposed binomial and trinomial lattice approaches under the classical Vasicek model by comparing our tree results with the closed-form solutions. The underlying asset of the put options is the one-year bond with face value of 100. The maturity of the option, t varies between 0.25 and 0.5 years, and the strike price K can take values 95, 100 and 105. Table 6 shows that the European put prices which are calculated by both the binomial and the trinomial approaches converge rapidly to the closed-form put option prices, and these results hold for a variety of parameter combinations. In addition, American put prices are larger than the corresponding European put prices. Furthermore, the prices computed by these two proposed approaches are quite close for both European and American options. This indicates the effectiveness and consistency of our piecewise binomial and trinomial lattices. Table 7 examines the influence of different parameter sets of the discontinuous drift (θ 1 , θ 2 , a 1 ) on the European and American put options. The binomial and trinomial prices are very close, and the differences between the two approaches are in general a bit larger for the American options, compared to those for the European ones. Meanwhile, the price interval restriction is similar to that of Table 2 , i.e., the option prices with parameters θ 1 and θ 2 (θ 1 = θ 2 ) lie between those under classical Vasicek model with parameters θ 1 and θ 2 , respectively. Furthermore, if we fix the values for θ 1 and θ 2 , the put option prices decrease when a 1 increases. This pattern is contrary to that of Table 2 . Table 8 investigates the impacts of the local time component and assumes the continuity of the drift coefficient by setting θ 1 = θ 2 . As indicated earlier, we can observe analogous "skew effect", i.e., the option prices are far away from the non-skew benchmark option prices if the skew level a 2 is close to the initial short rate r 0 . Table 9 and Table 10 give the impacts of the discontinuous drift coefficient and the local time component, with and without the restriction of a 1 = a 2 , respectively.
In these two tables, both influences of two schemes can be reflected in the option prices, including the price interval restriction stemming from the discontinuous drift, as well as the deviation effect due to the local time. Note: σ = 0.1; k = 0.1; T = 1; r0 = 0.05. Note: θ1 = 0.05; θ2 = 0.11; σ = 0.1; k = 0.1; T = 1; r0 = 0.05. Note: θ1 = θ2 = 8%; σ = 0.1; T = 1; r0 = 0.05; p = 0.5; a1, a2 ∈ R. Note: σ = 0.1; k = 0.1; T = 1; t = 0.5; N = 500; p = 0.5; a2 ∈ R. Note: σ = 0.1; k = 0.1; T = 1; t = 0.5; K = 100; r0 = 0.05; a1 ∈ R. Note: σ = 0.1; k = 0.1; T = 1; t = 0.5; K = 100; r0 = 0.05. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed efficient piecewise binomial and trinomial tree approaches for the generalized skew Vasicek model with discontinuous drift. In order to obtain a free local time transformed process in the tree construction, we have adopted similar techniques used in Zhuo et al. (2016a) and Zhuo et al. (2016b) , then put forward a piecewise binomial tree structure, which has different jump sizes in two subregions to match different volatilities. To ensure the recombination of the tree at the skew level (the boundary level of two subregions), the proxy skew level was proposed to replace the real skew level, and the jump sizes of nodes at the proxy skew level must be modified. One of the main contributions is the extension of this piecewise tree method to the trinomial case. The numerical simulations have demonstrated that both our proposed binomial and trinomial tree methods are efficient and effective. In addition, the piecewise trinomial tree outperforms the piecewise binomial one. Meanwhile, the simulations have also shown many bond and option price features under the generalized Vasicek model with discontinuous drift. For example, the discontinuity of the drift makes bond or option price with two long-term means, θ 1 and θ 2 , always lie between its counterparts which only have one long-term mean, either θ 1 or θ 2 . There are also apparent price deviation from non-skew price due to the local time, and this deviation is much stronger if the skew level is close to the initial short rate, which we call a "skew effect". We think that the technique introduced in this paper could be extended to the processes with finite skew levels, or the regime-switching models with different volatilities in different states. In addition, it would also be interesting to see what happens when the drift coefficient is time-dependent. Such study requires results on existence and uniqueness of strong solution of (1) when θ 1 and θ 2 are time dependent. This is the object of future research.
